Abstract. This paper is concerned with the partial difference equation 
Introduction
We consider the partial difference equation The usual concept of oscillation of a sequence (A,,, , ,,) is the following: A solution {A 1, } of equation (1.1) is said to be eventually positive if A , >0 for all large i and j, and it is said to be oscillatory if it is neither eventually positive nor eventually negative. However, the above definitions does not catch all the fine details of an oscillatory sequence. A strengthened oscillation which is called frequent oscillation has been posed by Tian et al. in [6] . In the present paper we will discuss frequent oscillation of solutions of equation (1.1).
Preparatory lemmas
For the sake of completeness, we list the following definitions which have been given in [6) .
The set 11, 2, . .} will be denoted by N and the set of integers by Z. An element of V = Z x Z is called a lattice point. Let Q be a set of lattice points, i.e. Q C Z2. The size of such set Q will be denoted by JQJ. Given integers in and n, the translation operators xm and Y" are defined by exists, then this limit denoted by (d) will be called the lower frequent measure of Q. If p' = y., then the common limit denoted by z(d) will be called the frequent measure of Q.
Definition 2.2. Let X = {x, ,,} be a real double sequence. If z*(X < 0) = 0, then the sequence X is said to be frequently positive, and if i(X > 0) = 0, then X is said to In order to show the difference of frequent oscillation and usual oscillation, let us see the following two examples in one dimension [6] .
Example 2.1. Consider the sequence
Since L.(X 0) = and.(X 2 0 ) = , thus X is frequently positive of lower degree -, frequently negative of lower degree, arid frequently oscillatory of lower degree . To prove our main results we need several preparatory results. The first three lemmas to show basic properties of frequency measures are taken from [6] . 
From Lemma 2.1 we can get
for any subset ) of N2. • (p w+2,, + Pi+i,n + pj,n)Aj2_kn_1
In view of the conditions of Lemma 2.4, we have
• p 2 2' Ci_lA+_1_j_2kn+J_2:.
Zzi
Assume that
Then, for O<i < r and Oj <r-1, we have
Ci_IA+j_I_j_2k,n+j_2,
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zä' CI_jA+T_I_2k_j,n+j_21
The proof is complete I
The following two lemmas can easily be derived from Lemma 2.4 and their proofs are thus omitted. as r1 ,r2 -* no.
-r, + r2
The proof is complete I 
B
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The following fact is also an easy consequence of Lemma 2.4 and its proof is thus omitted. 
Main results
Let a = {am,n} and p = { pm,n} be real double sequences. 
X1Y)(AO))
which is a contradiction. The proof is complete I 
Amk,nl \1 --k-fl-fir) -
By induction, we can get Am,,,
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In view of Lemma 2.9 and Lemma 3. 1, we see that if we let a, r, t11 and i -- The foliwing theorem now follows easily. 
is an infinite subset of N 2 . In view of (2.1), we see that there are positive integers and ñ such that From Lemma 2.6 we can obtain the following result. is an infinite subset of N2 , which together with (2.1) implies that there is a lattice point (, n) such that m {ii-2k-1,...,+2k+l+1}
Am,n>0
for {flE{2lk+k+2l+l} which is a contradiction. The proof is complete U 
